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I preached my first sermon in 1963 as a teenager. I was then less than a year
old spiritually. It was an elite Anglican congregation. The sermon was just how I got
saved. The Lord spoke to many hearts through that simple testimony of the 16-year-
old. I have been preaching since then and I thank God for the anointing.

All are not called to be preachers but each believer will face a situation one time
or other when he has to preach. Is this not an hour of emergency? Huge work but
few workers! Preaching therefore cannot be left to a few professionals. In Acts we
read of ALL the believers going everywhere preaching the Word (Acts 8:1,4).

One reason why even keen believers dread to preach is that no one teaches them
how to prepare and preach a sermon. Preachers and pastors fear to let out their
trade secrets! It’s a depressing fact that we have leaders who relish being idolized.
The local church is not to be a maternity ward or an orphanage. It’s a military camp
for training soldiers. It’s where believers must be edified, educated and equipped for
“the work of the ministry” (Eph 4:11,12).

There are no Ten Commandments for preparing and preaching a sermon. But if you
follow the basic principles enunciated here; you too can preach!

A) How to PREPARE:

1) Give yourself to regular meditation and study of the Word.

Meditation and study are two different things. Study can be purely academic or
intellectual, but meditation is essentially spiritual. Study enlightens the mind, but
meditation edifies the spirit. We must be informed as well as inspired.

Though meditation and study may overlap, it is necessary to set apart separate
time for each. Some folks find the dawn devotional hour best for meditation and
other times for study.

As far as possible, meditate the Word on knees. This posture helps to
maintain a prayerful and worshipful attitude. A plain Bible without study notes
is recommended. Don’t keep by your side commentaries or other study aids
during meditation. They will distract you. Write down the meditational thoughts
in a notebook. Hesitate not to mark your Bible. Words or sentences underlined or
highlighted will come handy when you expound that passage.

Daily devotional guides are good but one must soon outgrow them. Ruth was
able to glean in the fields just one ephah of barley until evening. But directly from
Boaz she got six ephahs! (Ruth 2:17; 3:15).

Next comes study. Choose any one or two study Bibles and study them
thoroughly. Some people find a plain Bible and a good commentary better. If you
cannot set aside an hour or so each day for study besides meditation, use weekends
or holidays for this unhurried exercise.
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In the course of regular meditation and study, you are bound to be struck
by some sermon ideas. Jot them down with bare details in your Bible notebook.
Mark the date. Develop these ideas when you find time.

2) Wait on the Lord to choose the subject or the text when given a preaching assignment.

Pray for the group you are to address. The prophets of old testified of the
“burden of the Lord” or the “hand of the Lord” coming on them before they spoke
their oracles. Preaching must be prophetic. Otherwise, it will be pathetic.
While in prayer, the Lord may impress on you His mind and the congregation’s
need (Jn 12:49). Choose a text decide on the subject accordingly.

Sometimes, there will be no definite indication concerning the group but only an
inspiration to speak on a particular verse, passage or subject.

In other instances, the organizers themselves may give you a text or subject.
This need not be thought as a restriction. After all the shepherd of a congregation
or the leader of a group knows the condition of the people better than a visitor
(Jn 10:14). In fact, your job becomes easier when the subject is specified!

In the absence of any of the above means, choose a passage or theme according
to your discretion. God will bless it to the congregation. “All” Scripture is profitable!
(2 Tim 3:16).

3) Keep on chewing the thought. Pray and think and pray and think and pray
and think...

Before you master the sermon, the sermon should master you. When Daniel
received revelations from God he testified, “As for me, Daniel, my thoughts
greatly troubled me, and my countenance changed; but I kept the matter in my
heart... And I, Daniel, fainted and was sick for days... I was astonished by the
vision” (Dan 7:28; 8:27). Notice how all aspects of his life, namely intellectual,
physical, spiritual and social, were affected. It’s like a woman in her late pregnancy.

“The hard-working farmer must be first to partake of the crops” (2 Tim 2:6).
Commit yourself to the truths you are about to preach. Take them first for your
own life. The message should never be divorced from the messenger. God challenges
the hypocritical preacher, “What right have you to declare My statutes... seeing you hate
instruction and cast My words behind you?” (Psa 50:16-21). Physician, heal yourself!

“Practise what you preach.” This is absolute. But, “Preach what you practise”
needs to be qualified. No preacher has attained perfection, but that doesn’t mean
he cannot teach perfection. I have not gone to Heaven yet, but I’m sure I can preach
about Heaven!

In Jesus the Word became flesh. Our whole being must be intoxicated with the
message. This is the right preparation for Biblical preaching. Sermons born merely
in head will reach only heads. Heart reaches hearts (Acts 2:37). “Deep calls to deep!”
(Psa 42:7).
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4) Gather materials to build up the sermon.

Vegetables, meat, oil and all necessary ingredients must be kept ready when you
start cooking. A few bachelor missionaries were narrating how they prepared
breakfast one day. They agreed to have uppuma. One of them reported there was
no rava. Another person immediately ran to the shop and brought it. Suddenly they
found there was no oil. Therefore, someone had to run again to buy it. When they
wanted to light the stove, they realised there was no kerosene. So goes the story.
By the time they finished cooking, it was ten and they were extremely hungry.
They all sat down to eat, only to find the plates were not washed yet! Sadly, this
is how many sermons are prepared.

With the help of a Concordance, collect references most suitable to the subject.
There’s nothing like explaining Scripture with Scripture. Choose illustrations.
They are windows for sermons. But don’t have too many! Pick up quotations.
Jesus and Paul freely used them to drive home the truth (Lk 4:23; Acts 17:28).
He who does not quote will not be quoted! Quotations and anecdotes spice the sermon.

5) Construct the sermon with all meticulousness.

God is the greatest architect. There’s an unmistakable structural beauty
throughout the Bible. The time you spend at this stage of sermon preparation will
pay off richly when you actually preach. Don’t follow lazy preachers who quote
Matthew 10:20. That passage has no reference to pulpit but only to prison!

Basically, each sermon should have an introduction, the body and a conclusion.
The introduction is to get the attention of the audience and arouse their interest in
the subject. It is to orient them for what you are about to preach. In the conclusion
you briefly review or summarize the contents of the sermon and lead the hearers
to action. Peter’s sermon on the Day of Pentecost was delivered extemporarily. Still, it
was well structured on these lines.

Language is God’s gift for communication. Choose apt words to express the
thoughts. A dictionary or thesaurus helps to coin words. Everyone likes beauty.
Rhyming of words does appeal. Do we buy a cloth and just wrap it on us? No!
We stitch it. We give symmetry. We match the colours. And so on. It’s not foolish
preaching but foolishness of preaching that saves people! (1 Cor 1:21).

You may not be well educated. In which case you perhaps cannot do so much
of paper work to construct a sermon. That’s no disadvantage. Whether the sermon
is beautifully worded and structured or not, the result ultimately depends on
whether or not the message is delivered “in demonstration of the Spirit and power”
(1 Cor 2:4). One must pour himself into the preparation and do his best according
to his ability. Only laziness is wickedness (Mt 25:15,26).

Fair copy the notes neatly. If the notes are clumsy, your sermon also will be.
A disorganized sermon irritates people. Don’t write notes with ink lest the writing
gets spoilt by your sweat drops. The size of the paper should be such that it can
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be conveniently tucked in the Bible. You don’t bring smoked pots to the dining
table, do you? Serving is an art just like cooking. Remember this when you do the
final copy.

As a beginner you may have difficulty in constructing sermons yourself. Share
your thoughts with senior preachers, show them your rough work and request help.
Receiving help from others is a sign of Christian maturity (1 Cor 12:20,21). It is said
that Billy Graham consults his associates even today to construct sermons.

There are several books of sermon outlines. Beginners can use them and in
course of time they will learn to prepare sermons themselves. Who can find fault
with toddlers for using walking aids?

B) How to PREACH

Before going to the pulpit, throw yourself at the feet of the Lord to receive
a fresh anointing (Isa 61:1; Acts 4:31b). Standing broken before God enables you
stand bold before men (Dt 10:8; 1 Ki 17:1). Battles are won or lost, not in the
pulpit but in the prayer closet. Pray for unhindered utterance (Eph 6:19). Ask God
to prepare the audience.

Some men preach with fasting, while others cannot with an empty stomach.
I fast during preparation. In any case, lighter the stomach, better the sermon!

Brush your teeth before preaching. If the mouth is sticky, the words will not
be clear. Don’t munch anything after the mouthwash.

A shower before preaching keeps you cool and refreshed. Dress smartly.
Gaudy colours may be avoided. It’s meaningless to wear suit in warm climate!
People appreciate simplicity. Don’t wear dresses you are not used to. Be natural.
You can’t be at your best otherwise (1 Sam 17:38.40).

Greet the audience with a smile when you begin. Don’t be stiff and serious.
A smile is the shortest distance between two people!

Look at people while preaching. Don’t close your eyes and speak. You must
watch the expressions of people. If they blink you will understand you need to
repeat or explain what you said. If the audience looks bored, that’s the time you
should bring in a humorous illustration or sing a stanza. Also, the faces will tell you
when to alight from the pulpit!

Read the Bible references yourself. This way all can hear clearly and you can
stress the words or phrases you want to emphasize. Also, when you actually see the
passage, you will expound it contextually. Besides these advantages, your personal
marginal notes against the said passage can also be incorporated.

Avoid monotone. Raise and lower your voice level suitably. Shouting does not
mean powerful preaching! Don’t get too close to the microphone. Be not theatrical.
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Don’t imitate another preacher and miss God’s original design for you. Preach with
enthusiasm and excitement. Be vibrant yet serene. People cannot ignore fire in the
pulpit (Jn 5:35; Lk 24:32).

Follow your notes closely. But be flexible if the Spirit inspires a change. Don’t use
Hallelujah and Praise-the-Lord as fill-ups! Let your sermon be rich in content.
Apostle Paul deplored when the not-new believers still wanted milk rather than
meat (1 Cor 3:1,2). From most of the pulpits today we don’t even get pure milk!
Sometimes I wonder whether its water added to milk or milk to water! Preach the
“Word!” Not just stories and experiences.

The glory of God should be the primary aim in preaching. A preacher cannot be
a men-pleaser (Gal 1:10; 2 Cor 4:2). He must preach without fear or favour.

We’ve heard about starting trouble. But some preachers have stopping trouble!
They get lost, not knowing when, where and how to finish. Don’t delay to pull the
net when you know the fish are in. Here’s a golden rule for preachers: Stand up,
Speak up, Shut up!

Preachers take the credit to themselves if the sermon goes fluently and blame the
people as hard nuts if the sermon doesn’t flow well. This is wrong. Preaching is a battle
to deliver sinners as well as saints from blindness (2 Cor 4:4; Rev 3:17,18). It’s never
easy. But the faithful preacher can testify with Paul, “The Lord stood with me
and strengthened me, so that the message might be preached fully through me”
(2 Tim 4:17).

Spend a few moments alone with God after preaching. Examine yourself whether
you were honest with God, yourself and the audience while delivering the sermon.
Confess if you ever touched the glory of God consciously or unconsciously. Ask God
to cover the seeds sown lest “the birds of the air” snatch them away. Pray for an
Apollos to water the plants. Claim a harvest thirtyfold, sixtyfold and hundredfold.

You would have had several spot inspirations in the course of preaching.
Incorporate them in your notes. Mark when and where you preached that
sermon. There’s nothing wrong in preaching the same sermon again, provided
it’s to another congregation!
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